2-Bolt RSC Door Operating Instructions
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Door UN-LOCKED Indicator

.

Check that the emergency stop button is not pressed in and release if necessary.

To OPEN:
1.

Check electricity and, if applicable, water supply is ON.

2.

Press the ‘DOOR’ button on the control panel
there will be a bleep and the message ‘hoLd’ will
be displayed in the timer display. Wait for a short
time until the timer display returns to normal,
there is another bleep and the ‘DOOR’ indicator
illuminates.
The ‘DOOR’ button can now be pressed again to
release the lock. When the lock is released a green
indicator lamp below the lower hand-wheel will
illuminate.
Note that after a short time the Door Lock for the
lower hand-wheel will re-engage for safety
reasons.

3.

Open the door by undoing the lower black hand-wheel first followed by the red safety handwheel. With the door free, carefully pull open.

With the Door OPEN, you can:
4.

Inspect the water level - Top up with water if necessary to just below the level of the weir. If an
Automatic Water-fill system is fitted, allow the autoclave to fill automatically to this level.

5.

Load the autoclave directly onto the shelves or with baskets or containers.

To CLOSE:
6.

Carefully close the pressure door and start to wind in the TOP safety hand-wheel. Tighten the
wheel with hand pressure initially.

7.

Press and release the ‘DOOR’ button to
release the door lock. There will be a bleep
and the lock will immediately withdraw.
The green indicator lamp below the lower
hand-wheel will illuminate whilst the lock
is withdrawn. Secure by fully tightening the
lower Black hand-wheel. If any difficulty is
encountered, open the door and check for
obstruction.
Tighten the wheel with hand pressure
initially.

8.

Once both hand-wheels are in place and
hand-tight, apply one further ‘nip’ of the hand-wheels to fully secure.

